WOODWIND QUINTET
II. ALLEGRO
  JOHN EAGLE, JESSICA O'CALLAHAN, BREE WALLACE,
  BRUCE WILLIAMSON, DOUG VON KORFF

GYPSY MEDLEY
  DAVID GRISMAN/TRADITIONAL
  GYPSY JAZZ ENSEMBLE: SOPHIE BRUNNER, SAM CLEMENT, JACKSON
  EMMER, CHRIS KELLY, JOSH KOVNER, KAARIN LYSSEN, SAM MOSS

MUSIC FOR BRASS INSTRUMENTS
  INTERMEZZO
  KISS MY BRASS: KATIE BEUDELT, JOHN EAGLE, RON ANDERSON,
  STEFAN ANDERSON, JESSICA MIGLUS

PRELUDE NO. 1
  WILL LULOFS, PIANO

IT IS ENOUGH (FROM ELIJAH)
  NAT SYLVA, VOICE; LAURA WOODWARD, PIANO

STRING TRIO
  ADAGIO CANTABILE
  JENNIFER SCHWARTZ, VIOLIN; NARI SEO, 'CELLO, KANAKO SEKI, PIANO

* INTERMISSION *

BOLSHIVEXED
  JESSE BARTLETT-WEBBER
  MARY GREGG, MICHELA MASTELLONE-SCHOTTMAN,
  CATHY McGRATH, SAM MOSS, NARI SEO, STRINGS

TRADITIONAL MEDLEY
  WESLEY BERNEGGER, FLUTE; KATE RITTER, VIOLIN;
  SAM CLEMENT, GUITAR

NO
  TREvor WILSON, VOICE

DANZAS ARGENTINAS
  ALBERTO GINASTERA
  III DANZA DEL GAUCHO MATRERO
  ELIZABETH SCULLEY, PIANO

SLIDING DOWN
  EDGAR MAYER AND BELA FLECK

METSUKKIA
  TRADITIONAL MUSIC ENSEMBLE

9:30 PM    JAZZ ENSEMBLE & GUESTS . . .

          STUDENT CENTER